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Abstract— A physics-based analytic model of the ON- and
OFF-currents in a homojunction tunnel field-effect
transistor (TFET) is used to understand the relationship between
bandgap, gate length, ON-current, OFF-current, ON/OFF current
ratio, and supply voltage to meet minimum energy requirements.
The model, which applies to direct-bandgap semiconductors, is
validated against numerical simulations to show that it captures
the trends of more comprehensive simulations. The analytic
model is then used to compare alternative channel materials
for TFETs. Gate-all-around InAs nanowire and graphene
nanoribbon TFETs are used as design examples at gate lengths
of 10 and 15 nm and for an ON/OFF current specification of 105.
The results suggest that TFETs based on 2-D materials can be
more energy efficient than semiconductor nanowire TFETs and
conventional metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors
for low-power logic.

Index Terms— Analytic model, graphene nanoribbon (GNR),
nanowire (NW), tunnel field-effect transistor (TFET).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE sub-60-mV/decade subthreshold swing of the
tunnel field-effect transistor (TFET) allows reduction

in supply voltage and power dissipation [1]–[3]. Projections
based on III–V TFET atomistic simulations and experimen-
tally calibrated models indicate that the TFET is a realistic
candidate to complimentary metal–oxide–semiconductor at
low supply voltages [4], [5].

In the development of TFETs, the quest for higher
drive currents has led to the exploration of lower bandgap
channels, for example, InGaAs [6]–[8] and InAs [9]–[11].
Vandenberghe et al. [12] showed, using a model based on the
Wentzel-Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximation that there
is an optimum bandgap and doping to maximize the ON current
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at a particular supply voltage and without consideration of
the OFF current. Khayer and Lake [13] provided an analytic
approach for understanding the effect of channel material on
both the ON and OFF currents in the TFET. In their assessment,
the OFF-state leakage is considered to be independent of the
gate length and given by interband tunneling from channel
to drain at a supply voltage of 1 V. Subsequent analysis
by Luisier et al. [14] and Sylvia et al. [15] for 5-nm gate
length transistors showed that direct source-to-drain tunneling
dominates the OFF-state leakage and thus limits the ON/OFF

current ratio.
Recently, Kam et al. [3] employed an analytic approach

to evaluate the transfer characteristic of steep transistors
to achieve a minimum energy-delay performance. Their
analysis expanded the tradeoff space for optimizing TFETs to
include subthreshold swing, ON-current, ON/OFF current ratio,
activity factor, and logic depth, and showed that these must be
balanced for steep devices to operate with lower energy and
shorter delay than the metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect
transistor (MOSFET). The input for the analytic approach of
Kam was the transfer characteristic of the steep transistor.
Still lacking until now is a general approach that allows
the tradeoffs to be explored between bandgap, gate length,
ON-current, OFF-current, ON/OFF current ratio, and supply
voltage to meet minimum energy requirements. While this can
be done numerically and should be for a particular material
system and device geometry, this is time consuming and does
not yield physical insights across materials systems.

II. ANALYTIC MODEL AND VALIDATION

To be shown is a simple analytic model of the ON

and OFF currents for a homojunction direct-bandgap TFET
that captures the essential physics of the TFET. This
analysis applies to short channel transistors where direct
source-to-drain tunneling dominates the OFF-state leak-
age and extends the results of [16] to 10 nm gate
lengths and into 2-D materials [17], [18]. Our model
captures the essential relationships among bandgap, gate
length, and supply voltage in TFETs with excellent electrosta-
tics such as in gate-all-around nanowire geometries [19] or in
2-D channel materials [18], [30]. The source/drain degeneracy
is fixed for simplicity, but its optimization can be found
in [12]. Trap-assisted tunneling, which has been observed
experimentally [6], is neglected in the model, but could be
added when this limitation in TFETs is better understood.

The schematic band diagrams for a generic n-channel
homojunction p-i-n TFET in the ON and OFF states are shown
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic band diagram of an n-channel TFET in the ON (green)
and OFF state (black). (b) Simplified band diagram in the OFF-state, assuming
a source-to-channel junction width of !, which is much less than the gate
length, LG . The conduction band, valence band, and energy bandgap are given
by their usual symbols, EC , EV , and EG .

in Fig. 1, where the Fermi level is aligned with the valence
band maximum in the source, EF S , and the conduction band
minimum in the drain, EF D . In the ON state, the conduction
band edge in the channel is pulled below the Fermi level in
the source (dashed line) by a positive gate bias. This enables
electrons to tunnel through a narrow energy barrier of width !,
at the source–channel junction. The energy window for source-
to-channel tunneling in the ON state is qVON, where q is the
electron charge and VON is the turn-on voltage. The energy
qVOFF defines the energy barrier between the source Fermi
level and the channel conduction band in the OFF state.

In the OFF state, the leakage is dominated by direct tun-
neling from source to drain with an energy window given by
qVDD [Fig. 1(b)]. The total potential change in the channel
in going from the ON to the OFF state depends on the gate-
source voltage, VGS , which ranges as high as the supply
voltage, VDD. A gate control parameter ", 0.8–0.9 after
Khayer and Lake [13], is used to set a proportionality between
the gate-source voltage and VON while the coupling between
the gate-source voltage and VOFF is taken to be unity, assuming
negligible injected charge in the channel in the OFF-state:
VON/" + VOFF = VDD.

For short channel TFETs, both ON- and OFF-state currents
are interband tunneling currents and are calculated by consid-
ering 1-D ballistic transport for nanowires and nanoribbons
[2] and an abrupt Fermi function

I = q
# h̄

!
T (E)d E (1)

where h̄ is the reduced Plank constant, and T (E) is the
1-D tunneling transmission coefficient. Here the spin degener-
acy is 2 and the valley degeneracy is 1. The lowest conduction
subband and the highest valence subband are assumed to
connect via a single dominant imaginary band in the bandgap
for tunneling, which has been shown to be true in direct
semiconductors from full-band atomistic simulations [21].
So the transmission coefficient can be calculated using

Fig. 2. (a) Electron effective mass (red dots) and light-hole effective mass
(blue dots) versus energy bandgap for zinc-blende III–V semiconductors [23].
The electron effective mass, m!, is given by the electron effective mass,
m E which is approximately equal to the light-hole effective mass, mL H .
(b) Electron effective mass versus bandgap for nanowires of InAs (red dots)
and InSb (blue dots) with diameters in the range from 4 to 12 nm from
Khayer and Lake [25].

Kane’s two-band model [22]

T (E) = exp
"

"2
!

kdx
#

= exp
"

" 2
#

2mE

h̄

! $
E(1 " E/EG)dx

#
(2)

where $ is the magnitude of the imaginary wave vector
and mE is the electron effective mass. In Kane’s two-band
model, the electron effective mass in the lowest conduction
band is assumed to be equal to the light-hole effective mass
in the highest valence band, which is reasonable for bulk
zinc-blende III–V materials [23] with direct bandgaps [21].
It also applies for carbon-based materials that have a symmet-
ric band structures.

The relationship between effective mass and bandgap is
roughly linear for III–V semiconductors, as shown in Fig. 2(a)
and as anticipated from two-band k · p theory [24]. For III–V
semiconductors, the relationship is approximately mE =
EG /20 where EG is given in eV. For nanowires (NWs), the
energy bandgap increases with smaller NW diameter owing to
quantum confinement. The calculated bandgaps and electron
effective masses for InAs and InSb NWs are shown in Fig. 2(b)
from Khayer and Lake [25], which uses a 3-D discretized
eight-band k · p model. This model accounts for band non-
parabolicity in the conduction band. The linear relation
mE = EG /20 is also still a good approximation for NWs as
shown in Fig. 2(b). For graphene nanoribbons, the relationship
between effective mass and bandgap is given by mE =
EG /11.4 [26].

Using (2), the ON-state tunneling transmission coefficient,
TON, is calculated for electrons tunneling through a triangular
energy barrier [27]

TON = exp
"

" #
#

2mE E3/2
G

4qh̄%

#
(3)
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Fig. 3. Calculated transfer characteristics of an InAs GAA NW TFET (solid
blue line) at a supply voltage of 0.3 V with LG = 15 nm, tOX = 0.6 nm,
&OX = 3.9&O , EG = 1.05 eV, and the nanowire diameter dS = 3.5 nm. The
calculated results for the InAs GAA NW TFET from this paper is in fair
agreement with TCAD simulation results (red dots) at IOFF = 5 nA/µm.

with an average electric field in the tunneling direc-
tion given by % = EG /(q!). Here ! is related to the
electrostatic length of the junction, ', determined from a
solution of Poisson’s equation [28]. The electrostatic poten-
tial in the source–channel junction can be approximated as
((x) $ (EG /q + VON) exp("x/'), VON > 0 (see Fig. 1).
It follows that at x = 0, ((0) = EG /q + VON and at
x = !, ((!) = (EG /q +VON) exp("!/') which equals VON,
then

! = 'ln
"

EG + qVON

qVON

#
. (4)

The ON-state current is then written by substituting the
energy-independent ON-state tunneling transmission coeffi-
cient TON into (1) and completing the integration over the
tunneling window

ION = q2

# h̄
TONVON. (5)

In the OFF-state, the tunneling transmission coefficient
TOFF is assumed to be approximated by electrons tunneling
through a rectangular energy barrier with a length equal to
the gate length. The flat channel profile [18], [19] is a good
estimate for an Electrostatically well-designed TFET where
the electrostatic scaling length is small relative to the gate
length [29], [30]

TOFF(E) = exp
"
" 2

#
2mE LG

h̄

$
E(1 " E/EG)

#
. (6)

The OFF-state current is given by

IOFF = q
# h̄

qVDD!

0

TOFF(E + qVOFF)d E . (7)

To test this analytic model, the transfer characteristics
of an InAs gate-all-around, 3.5 nm diameter, NW TFET
are calculated and compared with Synopsys TCAD simula-
tions [31] (see Fig. 3). In the TCAD model, drift-diffusion
with Fermi statistics was used. Quantum confinement was

Fig. 4. (a) Calculated transfer characteristics of a GNR TFET (dashed line)
at a supply voltage of 0.6 V. The ribbon width w = 1.2 nm, EG = 1.22 eV,
LG = 16 nm, tOX = 1 nm, )OX = 3.9)0. The calculated results for the GNR
TFET in this paper is in fair agreement with NEGF [18] simulation results
(solid line) where the source/drain doping is 7.1%107/m. (b) Comparison of
the minimum leakage current versus gate length from NEGF (solid line) [18]
with the analytic model (dashed line) illustrating that it also captures the gate
length dependence.

accounted for by adjusting the bandgap and density-of-
states effective masses obtained from tight-binding-simulated
band structure. Tunneling was calculated using the Dynamic
NonlocalPath tunneling model, where the tunneling effective
mass was derived by fitting the imaginary band structure
from tight binding. Even though the tunneling model in
TCAD is based on the WKB approximation, the results
were compared with NEGF quantum simulation and good
agreement was achieved. Agreement was also shown in [28]
with double-gate TFET simulations on 7 nm thin InGaAs
channels.

In Fig. 3, the comparison of our analytic model with
TCAD simulations is made at a gate length of 15 nm, at
a supply voltage of 0.3 V and for the same OFF current
density, 5 nA/µm. The analytic model is in good approx-
imation to the numerical simulations in the bias ranges of
interest. It is not exact, but provides a reasonable estimate
for understanding tradeoffs and trends. Use of the model
to explore tradeoffs at NW diameters below 3.5 nm should
be proceeded by comparison and validation against reli-
able experimental results or simulations which comprehend
quantization.

The transfer characteristics of a graphene nanoribbon
TFET are also calculated analytically and compared with
the NEGF method used by Chin et al. [18] [see Fig. 4(a)].
For this comparison, the gate length is 16 nm, the supply
voltage is 0.6 V, and the ribbon width is 1.2 nm. A source
and drain doping concentration of 7.1 % 107/m is chosen to
align the Fermi level with the valence and conduction edges,
respectively, to minimize source depletion and to be consistent
with the model energy band diagrams shown in Fig. 1. The
analytic model captures the ambipolar transport in the TFET
and provides a good representation of the ON- and OFF-state
currents. The minimum currents predicted by the analytic
model also capture the gate length dependence as shown in
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Fig. 5. OFF-state current versus the minimum energy bandgap, EG , that is
needed for NW TFETs (solid line) and GNR TFETs (dashed line) with gate
lengths of 15 and 10 nm. At a gate length, LG , of 15 nm, for an OFF-state
current of 5 nA/µm, the bandgap of the NW has to be at least 0.77 eV and the
bandgap of the GNR has to be at least 0.6 eV. As the gate length is scaled to
10 nm, the minimum bandgaps of the NW and GNR rise to 1.19 and 0.93 eV,
respectively, to meet this IOFF = 5 nA/µm requirement.

Fig. 4(b) and are in agreement with the NEGF simulations
of Chin et al. [18].

III. OPTIMIZATION OF BANDGAP AND SUPPLY VOLTAGE

With an analytic model which captures the essential physics
and trends, it becomes possible to explore the tradeoffs
between bandgap and supply voltage. Following the circuit-
level energy-performance analysis of Kam et al. [3], the target
ON/OFF current ratio is chosen to be 105, the optimized
ratio for TFETs. At this fixed optimized ON/OFF current
ratio, the lower optimized supply voltage and lower effective
subthreshold swing is an indicator of a more energy-efficient
device. The electrostatic length, ', is fixed to be 1.5 and 1.0 nm
for the NW and GNR TFETs, respectively. All the currents are
normalized to twice the NW diameter or twice the ribbon
width.

The procedure for the optimization of bandgap and supply
voltage proceeds in two steps. First, the minimum bandgap
is determined to meet the OFF current requirement. This is
determined from (7) which shows that the OFF current depends
on both VOFF and VDD; however, the minimum VDD can be
inferred from the band diagram shown in Fig. 1(b) by noting
first that the relationship between the OFF-state voltage and
supply voltage is VOFF = (EG/q " VDD)/2, or VDD = EG/q "
2VOFF. Next, note, from the earlier definition of VON, VON/"+
VOFF = VDD, and the fact that VON is always positive, that
VOFF must always be less than VDD. Therefore, the minimum
bandgap condition occurs when VOFF = VDD = EG/(3q) and
this then defines the minimum OFF current in (7).

The minimum OFF current versus bandgap is shown in
Fig. 5 for a 5 nm diameter NW TFET and the GNR TFETs
for two different gate lengths, 10 and 15 nm. Two OFF current
density requirements are considered, 5 and 15 nA/µm (with
ON current of 1500 µA/µm) corresponding to low-power (LP)
and high-performance (HP) transistors, respectively. For this
example, the minimum energy gap has to be at least 0.77 eV

Fig. 6. Transfer characteristics of a 5 nm diameter InAs NW TFET with
the minimum EG (dotted line) and a larger EG (solid line) for the required
IOFF = 5 nA/mm. It is shown that the TFET achieves a steeper subthreshold
slope by increasing the bandgap from the minimum EG and reducing VOFF.

Fig. 7. Tradeoff space for TFETs: (a) For a given ON-OFF current ratio and
gate length, constant current density plots show the relation between VON,
VOFF, and EG for the InAs NW TFET (diameter of 2 and 5 nm). (b) Supply
voltage versus bandgap showing an optimum bandgap to minimize the supply
voltage.

to achieve an OFF current of 5 nA/µm for the 5 nm NW TFET
with a gate length of 15 nm.

The transfer characteristic of the 5 nm diameter InAs
TFET is shown as the blue line in Fig. 6, confirming
that the minimum OFF current of 5 nA/µm is obtained at
VOFF = EG/q/3. It is also shown that this TFET can
be switched at a steeper subthreshold slope with a larger
energy bandgap and a smaller VOFF (red line) by increasing
the bandgap. However, it comes at the expense of lower
ON current.

The design space can be compactly summarized as shown
in Fig. 7(a) and (b). In Fig. 7(a), constant current plots are
made to show how VON and VOFF from (5) and (7) depend on
bandgap for an ON/OFF ratio of 105. Since VON/" + VOFF =
VDD and " = 0.8, the supply voltage can be readily calculated
for any band gap. VDD is plotted versus bandgap in Fig. 7(b)
where it is clear that there is an optimum bandgap of the
channel material for a particular gate length and ON/OFF

current requirement.
Similar plots can be made for the GNR TFET and these

are shown in Fig. 8 where in addition to showing two gate
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Fig. 8. (a) Similar plot as in Fig. 7(a) but with GNR TFETs. (b) For low-
power application, IOFF = 5 nA/µm and the ION/IOFF ratio of 105, the
minimum VDD is 0.24 and 0.39 V for LG = 15 and 10 nm, respectively.
For high-performance application at LG = 15 nm, ION = 1500 µA/µm, and
the ION/IOFF ratio of 105, the minimum VDD is 0.33 V.

lengths the comparison is made for the two different OFF

current requirements. Comparing Figs. 7(b) and 8(b), it is seen
that the GNR TFETs have lower optimized supply voltage
than the NW TFETs, which is due to the larger effective mass
of graphene nanoribbons and the smaller scaling length for
2-D transistors [3]. In Fig. 8(b), it is shown that the opti-
mized supply voltage increases with shorter gate length
because bandgap must increase to meet the OFF-current
requirement. Similarly, HP devices can meet the ON/OFF

ratio specification with smaller bandgaps and the opti-
mum supply voltage can take on a lower value for the
LP technology.

IV. CONCLUSION

A physics-based analytic model of advanced TFETs was
formulated, compared with more sophisticated models, and
then used to show how bandgap, supply voltage, and gate-
length tradeoff to meet a given ON/OFF ratio. Both InAs
NW and GNR TFET geometries were used to illustrate
the model.
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